Family Fun

Quality time

Fitness


Swim a mile without moving an Inch™

Relaxation



Same Day Installation

(Installation Shown In
Seattle, WA)

DELIVERED FULLY ASSEMBLED. Simply have the
portable Swim Spa placed on your concrete or decking
and a licensed electrician to wire the equipment then fill
with a garden hose and you are ...
READY TO START ENJOYING YOUR NEW SPA
MANUFACTURERS SWIM SPA!

Shimmering
Lights™

Portable and Inground Models Available

Imagine the possibilities of having
a therapeutic spa & a pool ALL IN
ONE and in the PRIVACY of your
OWN home! Enjoy year round fun
and fitness with our revolutionary
SWIM SPA.

Enjoy a GREAT workout with the
swim jets. They create a moving
current of water, allowing you to
adjust the resistance and swim in
place, whatever your pace.

SWIM SPA Inground 7’6” x 13’2” x 48” 1200 US gals
SWIM SPA Portable 7’11” x 13’8” x 50” 1200 US gals

Durable Acrylic Shell
Never needs re-surfacing or replacing
and will look as beautiful as the day
you bought it for years

Our patented lighted
waterfall feature
Shimmering Lights™

Thermostat
controlled and
heated Hot in the
winter - Cool for
summer
Shut off valves,
for easy service

We are ETL listed.
Your family’s safety
comes first

The manifold plumbing
we do gives you the best
jet pressure

Made in the U.S.A.

7 layers of resin makes
us the strongest spa
shell on the market and
we give you the best
warranty of 20 years

All tongue & groove
cedar cabinets with
pressure treated
frame & full bottom
& insulation gives us
the best energy rating

A Word From
Our Happy Customers ...
I would never do business with any other spa company since doing
business with Spa Manufacturers. My wife wanted a pool, but
our yard was too small, so we purchased the swimspa instead. It
fits perfectly!
Pam Kell
Hi there,
My name is Kitty and I am a huge fan and supporter of my swimspa.
I purchased it about 2 years ago and I love it. I have had a recent
neck injury and swimming and soaking in the swimspa has been a
big help in my recovery. The swimspa is easy to clean and does not
cost a lot in chemicals to maintain as most of the water sanitation is
done by the built in ozonator. I have a 1200 gallon pool instead of a
12,000 gallon pool and I feel like I can enjoy my pool just as much
if not more than a big customary pool. I live in Clearwater, FL and
am able to enjoy my swimspa year round. I love the heated water in
the winter and enjoy the coolness of the water in the summer time.
I would highly recommend this pool and spa to anyone looking for
a wonderful investment in fun and good physical health. It is very
energy efficient too.
Kitty
Clearwater, FL

Hello Sean,
It’s Tony from Hollywood, FL. A few months ago, after long
research, I decided to buy a spa from you - over the internet, no
less, and had it delivered to my home. The unit was BETTER
than described and although I had an unusual installation that was
not ready when delivered, your guys went right to work. They
gave great instructions on care, maintenance and even installation
advice. The end result is that I saved a TON of money, got Exactly what I asked for, and lots of enjoyment. You have great service
and I thought you should hear from someone who appreciates
your efforts. I wish you continued success and thanks again.
T. Complo
Hollywood, FL
WE MAKE A STRONG SHELL
Just as a note about the strength of my swim spa. The shell was
sitting on my ocean side deck (not yet installed) when hurricane
Ivan arrived in Grenada Sept. 2004. Ivan was a high cat 4 storm
which became a cat 5 after leaving our shores. The swimspa was
filled with hundreds of pounds of rain water when it was suddenly inverted like a teacup onto the deck where it vibrated around
the deck before coming airborne. The shell flew over the house
approx. 15’ in the air... impacted the roof over the kitchen punching a hole, then landed on my truck crushing the hood, then proceeded to push south taking out a palm tree & thicket hedge. The
shell ended up 40’ into the neighbors yard completely intact. Of
course it had a few dings on the corners. We enlisted 8 helpers to
carry it back to its spot where it is now installed & used daily,
M. Marvin
Grenada
West Indie

We purchased our Swimspa in July 2012. Sarah and everyone we met at Spa
Manufactures treated us like family. Since we live Jacksonville, FL it took
a few weeks to get ready for the delivery. The delivery and set up went very
smoothly. Over the past year I have so thoroughly enjoyed my Swimspa, that
I recommend Spa Manufacturers to everyone I know. I have always been a
swimmer, so being able to swim during the winter months in 92 degree water is a thrill. During the summer, I have turned off the heater and use it as a
pool. My husband, who has a very bad back problem, has used it repeatedly
to relieve his pain. I have had pools in the past, but the maintenance now
takes a fraction of the time it took for a pool. I highly recommend Spa Manufactures and the Swimspa for anyone who wants the luxury of a pool and spa
with barely any upkeep.
Roberta Wilson

Dear Sarah,
I’m writing to offer a testimonial on how the Swimspa my family purchased
from your company has benefited my son therapeutically and improved the
quality of his life. My son, Jackson, is a healthy and intelligent seven year-old
with Cerebral Palsy (spastic quadriplegia). As a result, Jackson involuntarily
flexes his muscles into very rigid positions making him uncomfortable and
difficult to transfer between his wheelchair and other activities. Jackson’s
Occupational Therapist worked with him in the warm water pool at a retirement home once or twice per month. Jackson’s school teacher and Paraeducator/aide would always comment the following day how much more limber
his body was and much easier it was for Jackson to participate in class. We
noticed it at home also. Now that we have a Swimspa at home, Jackson can
literally unwind his muscles every day with his own family. His Occupational Therapist appreciates being able to schedule appointments to work with
Jackson in his home. Smaller bodies of water did not provide enough room
for the range of motion and the caregiver or family member assistance,
necessary for Jackson to get meaningful exercise.
David L. Ryan

So it turned out great! We are just
waiting on our blinds. Thanks for
all your help and great customer
service.
J. and S. Preston,
Grand Island, NY.
My wife and I just wanted to tell you how happy we are with
our new swim spa! Your Spa Manufacturers staff including your
delivery and setup guys are awesome! We could not be more
pleased with the quality of your swim spa and the excellent
service you provide! Thanks again!
Terry & Cathie

Just want to let you know how wonderful your swim spa turned
out. My wife has medical conditions that were helped immensely
by the use of your swim spa. Also I am pleased with the quality
customer service.
James King
Salt Lake City, UT

I wanted to let you know how happy we are with our new swim
spa! It is the best investment my husband and I have done. We use
it almost every day... it is so relaxing to come home from work
and be able to enjoy it!
Sandie Welsch

April 2, 2013
My wife and I wanted to let you know how much we have enjoyed
our swim spa we purchased from you 14 years ago in 1999. In
our previous home, we had a large concrete in ground pool but the
maintenance was costly and very time consuming. A good friend
of ours purchased your swim spa and kept telling us how versatile
and easy to care for it is. So when we built our present home, we
had your swim spa installed. We LOVE it. It is big enough to get
in during the hot months to cool off, do pool exercises and swim
with the jets. Yet it is still compact enough to heat up and use as
a spa to relax and soothe sore muscles. Even our grandson, who
is 6 years old, has a great time swimming and playing in the swim
spa. The maintenance is minimal and our swim spa is still in great
shape after 14 years never requiring even one repair up to now.
We recently contacted you about replacing our water heater and
your customer service is wonderful. We highly recommend your
company.
Jaime and Angel
Largo, Florida

Dear Sarah,
I am writing this letter to thank
the people of Spa Manufacturers
Inc. for the enjoyable purchasing
experience. Since I first saw the
swimspa at the spa show in Orlando, FL to the delivery of the
spa, I have been thoroughly impressed with the timely professional service. The spa was delivered to me at the Canada/
US border, a long way from the factory and the delivery was
included in the price, this was a great value. My swimspa has
worked flawlessly since I added water and turned the power
on. My friends and family have enjoyed many hours of relaxing and swimming in the spa, and we look forward to many
more years.
I would recommend Spa Manufacturers spas to everyone for
the true value and service.
Thank you all at Spa Manufacturers Inc.

Jeff Verhiel
Langley, BC Canada

and I lost a total of 70 pounds
having fun
in the water.
Jane
Keegan Gary and I lost a total of 70 pounds
What a great way
to exercise.

having fun in the water.
Jane Keegan

I love my swim spa so much that snow and freezing temperatures
don’t stop me from enjoying it. Even in Western New York, where
the temperature has not risen above 30 for over a month, I still
enjoy it. The heater unit supplied with it has no trouble keeping it
warm on the coldest days, and the money I saved from buying it
at Spa Manufactures will cover the electric costs for many years
to come.
Sam A.
Buffalo, NY

Our entire experience with your
company was excellent; on time,
and as described. We love our
swim spa, and use it several times
a week year round. It’s great for
swimming, hydro-exercising and
jet-massage soaking, and when
guests visit, we play water polo.
Bob & Sunday C.
Scatchel, NY

After contacting several hot tub/swim spa companies, I chose Spa
Manufacturers Inc. The reason I went with them is because they
were extremely prompt on responding to my emails and detailed
questions. My wife and I look forward to receiving our hot tub
and swim spa to our Tampa home as well as to our Beaver Creek
home this summer! Special thanks to Sarah Howerton who was
very timely and efficient on my questions. She even returned my
emails as late as 11pm. I was profoundly impressed. If this is the
type of service I get even prior to purchasing and now that I have,
I feel confident that my customer service will be stellar even after!
I will certainly recommend all of my friends and family to her.
Very impressed!
Dr. J Rettsh
Beaver Creek, CO

I am 59 y.o., have two artificial knees and my left ankle is fused
with 5 bolts and screws. Unable to exercise, I have swelled to
380#. Not many options for me to exercise so we looked into
a Swim spa. A friend from another area gave me a link to Spa
Manufacturers in Florida. Without much hope, I went to their website,
liked what I saw and filled out the contact form late on Friday night.
ENTER SARAH: Early Saturday morning I got a call from
Sarah. She was kind and friendly, knowledgeable and didn’t try to
snow me about anything. We related our experience and she went right
to work. When she found out what we were looking for, she suggested
the Deluxe model...oh, yeah, here we go.....I just knew we spiraled up
in price from here. She said no, they just made the 2 models and the
Deluxe had everything we wanted (and more). Now for the good
part, it came with FREE DELIVERY (from Florida), FREE COVER,
WATERFALL, deluxe LIGHTING. Sarah was very clear on what I
needed on my end and gave me a delivery date within a few days. Spa
arrived a day early! We got in it for the first time last Saturday. After
wanting a means to exercise for so long, I was amazingly sore the next
day. Good work out from the very start. My wife, my 20 year old, my 18
year old, my 8 and 5 year old and me all in at the same time with lots of
room. Also, just a comment on the free cover, we have the spa temperature
at 100° and there was ice on the cover that stayed all day. That is amazing
insulation! Thanks to Sarah and Spa Manufacturers for a great deal and a
great experience.
Tazz Dickey, Sr.
Baytown, Texas

Who we are and why you should
purchase your Swim Spa from us:
• Same name, same location - Since 1981
• A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau
• We really are the manufacturer, we sell direct
no middle man mark-ups, saves you thousands.
• One of the nations oldest and most respected
manufacturer of acrylic hot tubs and swim spas.
• We ship worldwide
• Best warranty in the industry
• We pride ourselves on producing quality swim
spas and excellent customer service

727-530-9493
877-530-9493 Toll Free

www.swimspamanufacturers.com
6060 Ulmerton Road - Clearwater, FL 33760
are approx. & subject to change without notice.

*Never allow someone to dive into a swimspa.

